INTRODUCTION
A start codon AUG (or GUG) is a necessary but not sufficient requirement for translation by E. coLL ribosomes. The start codon needs also to be embedded in an appropriate sequence (1) which (we think) is 46-48 nucleotides long (Fig. 1) . The 5' ends of all known sequences but one (2) possess a leader sequence preceding the initiator codon. The 3' end of 16S rRNA (3) (Fig. 1 ) is thought to form a base-paired complex with the leader region (4, 5) . Two of these complexes have been isolated and characterized (6, 7) . It is clear, however, that more than base-pairing with the leader sequence is involved because 8. ite.a.n.0thzimophltai ribosoraes have the same sequence as E. co-LL at the 3' end of their 16S rRNA (7) binding sites (8) (9) (10) (11) and with two non-initiator binding sites for E. coLc ribosomes that are found on QB RNA (8) .
Our study of E. coLL promoters (12) showed that the nucelotide sequences involved were longer than previously supposed and were characterized by a p*erfe. 4 .ence for certain bases but no izqu-in.zme.nt for any base in a particular site. This study was based on no more than 17 base sequences. We report here an analogous study using 68 non-identical sequences of E. coLX. ribosome binding sites. It provides an objective comparison of all these sequences and enables us to define (but not necessarily to explain) additional, subtler signal elements not immediately obvious from casual inspection.
METHOD
The procedure used was the same as in our study of E. coLL promoter sequences (12) . The mRNA sequences were lined first as shown in Table 1 . Homology was evaluated by comparing them pairwise. If one of the 64 possible triplet combinations of bases occurred at an identical position in two sequences, a score of 1 was given to each of the three bases in both sequences. If a triplet occurred in both sequences but at positions deviating by *1 or ± 2 then scores of 1/3 and 1/5 respectively were given to each base in both triplets. By comparing all possible pairs of sequences and checking each position for the occurrence of identical triplets, a total score was obtained for each base in all sequences. For each position the scores for each base type (A,C,G or U) were summed to give four overall scores (Z). These amounts of z (12) depend on the number n of sequences used for the analysis. They were transformed into values independent from n so that analyses of differing numbers of sequences can be compared conveniently on the same scale. The rationale is as follows: The average value for E of an analysis of n sequences is z = 0.0242 (n) (n -1) where n is the number of sequences at a given position and (n -l)/2 is the number of pairs that can be formed among n sequences. The constant value of twice 0.0242 is the probability of a base occurring in a pair of trimers:
by n X (n -1) yields transformed z values which in an analysis of random sequences are always close to 0.0242 but may vary characteristically in an analysis of related sequences. Obviously, with higher values of n better approximations are achieved.
Using the AUG codon to define a common origin gives artificially high scores to the bases X and Y in the pentamer XAUGY.
The AUG codon was therefore excluded and, in effect, separate analyses performed on the preceding leader sequence and on the succeeding protein coding sequence.
A second analysis of the leader sequences was conducted using a signal complementary to the 3' end of the 16S rRNA to define the origin in «ach mRNA sequence. Similarly, we conducted a third analysis using a CUC at the 3' end of the ribosome binding sequences as a model for a hypothetical signal element which is only weakly indicated in the first analysis due to its variable distance from the AUG codon.
The level above which transformed Z values should be considered significant was determined empirically by applying an identical analysis to an equal number of nonsense RNA produced using a random number generator. The results suggest a value of 0.05 for transformed Z to be the lower limit for significance. This limit may be slightly lower for bases adjacent to either the A or G of the AUG codon so that A at position -2 and G at position +2 may become significant, but, at present, this cannot be clearly assessed.
RESULTS
The results of the trimer analysis using the initiator codon as the common reference oligomer are shown in Fig. 2 Table 1 and the trimers analyzed in two separate runs excluding the starting codons. The untranslated leader regions carry negative position numbers, the protein coding regions carry positive position numbers. The sequences of the three R17 and the f2 coat ribosome binding sites were not included in the analysis because they are almost exact duplicates of the three MS2 ribosome binding sites. The inset shows the analysis using the hypothetical CUC signal or the segments assumed to correspond to it in each " sequence as indicated in Table 1 by overlining. Sequences too short to identify this CUC or duplicate sequences were not included in this analysis.
" Bases with E values exceeding baseline are summarized. Symbols: E(A): °; E(G): o ; E(C): A; E(U): +.
with the 16S rRNA would be likely. Rather than accept the possibility that the ribosome recognizes a great variety of sequences equally well we considered the possibility that the segment of leader sequence base-pairing with the 16S rRNA might not be at a single fixed distance from the initiator codon (1).
The sequence AAGGAGGU, which is one of the possibilities for positions -14 through -7, is precisely complementary to an octanucleotide sequence on 16S rRNA. Therefore the mRNA binding sequences were realigned to make this sequence -or their best approximation to it -the common origin and a new trimer analysis of the leader region was performed. The results shown in Fig. 3 provide a much simpler picture of the model leader sequences but now the AUG start codon has a variable locus 6-9 positions upfield from the AAGGAGGU octamer.
Inspection of the sequences showed that CUC seemed to be the 3' end of the model sequence. Again, due to the variable distance from the AUG codon this is only very weakly recognized in the first analysis (Fig. 2) . A realignment of the sequences and subsequent analysis (inset in Fig. 2) showed a contiguous and almost identical model sequence between the AUG codon and the assumed CUC signal but, in contrast, a complete random behaviour beyond the CUC was found.
Therefore, we conclude that the complete model sequence for the raRNA binding site should consist of a part of the sequence in (Fig. 1 ) and the individual sequences (Table 1] have few common elements but many ilm-ilaK elements. Evidently the ribosome binding sites are coded in some degenerate way analogous to that found for promoter sequences. It is quite possible that secondary structures available to individual sequences have a role (1, 23, 38, 45, 46, 48, 50) but such effects would be almost invisible by our method which focusses on primary structures.
The fact that the signal with strong (base-pairing) complementarity to 16S rRNA as well as the distant signal portions at the 3' end appear not to have fixed distances from the initiator codon not only complicates the analyses but also limits further discussion of the coarser features of the model sequence.
It is noteworthy that there is a significant preference for certain bases tkioughout the mRNA region protected from digestion by being ribosome-bound. This region includes the codons for the first seven N-terminal peptides (13, 18, 20, 31, 32, 37, 38) . We think it unlikely that the significant E scores are the trivial consequence of all E. cot-i proteins having similar N-termini despite the observation that GCX seems to be preferred as the second codon in bacterial sequences. Consequently, the nucleotide sequences observed must have been selected for the double function of ribosome-binding and peptide-coding. In this context the sequence of ACI RNA is important. This mRNA can be transcribed either from the promoter ApR£> which has a leader sequence preceding the AUG codon (51), or from the Apjy^ promoter which has no leader segment at all (2) . The coding portion of this mRNA (Table  1) is in very good agreement with our model sequence. Thus, despite the missing leader segment, there still should be some affinity to the ribosome binding site in addition to the signal represented by the AUG codon. Fig. 3 shows that the most prominent feature in the leader region of the model sequence is a segment that would allow basepair formation with the 3' end of the 16S rRNA in E. col-L. Since base pairing has been demonstrated experimentally (6,7), our method is clearly suitable for highlighting fiunct-ionat bases within homologous RNA or DNA sequences despite the difficulties introduced by signal elements with variable distances from one another. The base pairing between the model sequence and the 3'end of the 16S rRNA is not complete, being interrupted on the 3' side of the AAGGAGGU signal. The same limited complementarity is seen with individual sequences (Table 1) . The <}>XH and Xcio leader regions are notable exceptions to this rule. The preference for bases in the model sequence outside the base-pairing region suggests that RNA-protein interactions as well as RNA-RNA interactions are important in the binding of the leader region (1).
It is not clear whether the oligo (U) segment at the 5' end is indeed optional as its absence from some binding site fragments suggests (Table 1) . It is quite possible that its expected lability would result in its being lost in many digestion experiments. (In Table 1 Mutations in regulatory sequences provide direct clues to the function of specific bases at specific positions. Only a few mutants involving ribosome binding sites have been characterized and sequenced. Two of these mutants suggest that a U immediately to the left of the AUG codon and an A immediately to the right might be important for translation (33, 52) . Possibly these bases participate in additional base-pairing with the tRNA fmet . Functional significance for C at position +3 is suggested by a mutant which cannot be explained in terms of base-pairing (53) . Other mutants would decrease the strength of base-pair formation between the AAGGAGGU signal and the 16S rRNA (54, 55 ). An interesting set of mutants at the extreme 5' end of the lac Z ribosome binding site has been characterized (50) . Apparently, some of these would enhance the stability of a loop and stem secondary structure in the lac RNA and therefore, influence translation negatively by decreasing the accessibility of the oligo (U) stretch present in the lac Z. The restart sites described for the lac I gene can be regarded as a special class of ribosome binding sites (56) . Their similarity with the model sequence is rather distant (38) which may make it understandable that their efficiency is below lOt of that of wild type lac I.
Several proteins have been identified as participating in initiation (1) . The roles of IF3 and of SI in the selection of the correct AUG codon have been investigated but, it is still impossible to pinpoint exactly how these two proteins fullfill their functions. Only the AAGGAGGU and the codon-containing UAUGA signals are clearly involved in base pairing (with the 16S rRNA or tRNA fmet respectively).
It may be that any or all of the remaining segments of our model sequence are involved in binding with proteins. One peculiar feature of these prospective zones of protein-mRNA interaction is that they do not contain guanine. Guanine appears in the model sequence almost exclusively where we presume it is used for base pairing. The significance of this finding remains obscure but it is interesting that all known RNA sequences that bind to the SI protein are also devoid of guanine (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) .
In future studies it might become more useful to analyse groups of sequences having similar functional properties rather than looking for a common model for all ribosome binding sequences.
Obviously analysis of 8. &tta>io£he.>unophsLLu.& ribosome binding sites is needed to reveal the subtler differences from those of E. coJLL (8) (9) (10) (11) . Certainly analyses analogous to the kind presented here are needed for all signal sequences where recognition is not based on unique nucleotide sequences.
